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ABSTRACT

A method of measuring cross sections for single diffractive processes is ap-

plied on 11 exclusive channels in pp-interactions at 19 GeV'c The method, in-

troduced in a previous paper and further developed here, i K based on reducing

phase space effects in the effective mass distribution of n-1 particles in n-body

final states- We are able to measure cross sections for single diffractive pro-

cesses up to 7-body final states

In all the treated channels the mass distribution of the diffraction-produced sys-

tem is satisfactorily described with a simple parametrization of the matrix

element. The mass dependence of the matrix element is similar at different

multiplicities which shows that the observed drift of the diffractive peak towards

higher mass values as multiplicity increases is mainly a phase space effect.
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The work concentrates on analysing the effective muss distributions of r.-l

particles of n particle final states. The mam purpose of the work is to obtain

cross sections of single diffractive processes at various multiplicities and to

study some features of the diffractive and non-diffractive components. A sim-

ple phenomenological matrix element is also tested.

At large multiplicites and medium energy the presence of diffractivr processes

is difficult to detect. In an earlier report [ 1 ] we have presented various indica-

tions for the presence of a single diffractive mechanism in reaction (K) How-

ever, we were not able to estimate any cross section because the diffractive

process does not give rise to any peak in the distributions of effective mass or

reduced longitudinal c m momentum, x. The diffractive process can only be

detected indirtctly. In another paper [2] cross sections for single diffractive

processes are presented for the channels (l)-(6), but concerning the channels

(4)-(6) the given values are only rough estimations. Many other measurements

of single diffractive cross sections rely on various operational selection meth-

ods which classify each event as diffraction-like or not. Such analyses have

been performed OP high multiplicity pp-data at 12, 24 and 28 GeV/c ; 3, 4 ] .



We find it unsatisfactory to rely upon operational definitions of diffractive sam-

ples, in particular at high multiplicities, and we have therefore been searching

for features of diffractive processes which can be detected also at high multi-

plicities and used for measuring the corresponding diffractive cross sections.

In a previous paper '">' a simple method for tracing single diffractive proces-

ses in exclusive reactions is developed. The method is here applied to the re-

actions (1-11) and enables us to trace ditfractive processes up to multiplicity 7

(the reactions 1-S>



2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES

The experimental samples of the investigated channels have been obtained with-

in the Scandinavian Bubble Chamber Collaboration. The samples for the chan-

nels (1) and (2) are described in ref- J ! ] , the channels (3)-(5) in refs. [7] and

[8] , and the channels (fi)-(ll) in ref. [9] Table 1 gives the sample sizes and

the channel cross sections.

Table i also lists for each channel the fraction of diffraction-like events defin-

ed through the "hemisphere" method. This operational selection method re-

quires that, in a diffraction-like event, all secondaries except one proton go in-

to the same hemisphere in the c m - system- To investigate how the choice of

the hemisphere method influences our results, two other operational selection

methods have been used as a comparison. In the "max (Ay) " method the sec-

ondary particles within each event are ordered in a chain according to rapidity

The difference in rapidity (Ay) between adjacent particles in the chain is ealu-

lated, and the largest difference is found. If both secondary nucleons fall on the

same side of the maximum gap, it is disregarded, and the second largest gap

is found, etc. The so defined "maximum gap between the nucleons" is in a dif-

fraction-like event required to separate one proton from the rest of the second-

aries.

The second method used for comparison is here called the "min (MA + MB)"

method. In this procedure the secondaries within an event are divided into two

groups A and B, and the effective masses, M. and Mfi, of the groups are calcu-

lated. All possible combinations of secondaries are tried. For diffraction like

events it is required that the combination with minimum value of MA
 + MR con-

tains a single proton in the group A or B. The two last methods have by us been

applied only to reaction (6) (see sect. 6).



3 THK METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The iden of phase space reduction in exclusive reactions has been applied on t-

distributions [10] and recently on mass-distributions [5 ] . Here we give a short

description of the latter procedure.

d ^
If -TÄ is the experimental and -n-p is the phase space distribution of M. the

effective mass of n-1 particles in a n-body final state, a reduced M-distribu-

tion G(M) is defined through:
. dR

To see the significance of the quantity G (Si), one can consider the special case

in which the reaction amplitude depends only on M and t1, where t' is the re-

duced four momentum transfer from the iaoammg proton to the system with

n-1 final state particles (out of the two posaable t'-values within each event we

choose the largest one) • This assumption is reasonable in case of a single dtf-

fractive process For the corresponding arms section oae then obtains [5, 11]:

Here F is the flux factor and

IV1<M) - TTA"* (M2, tnj;. m2) Rn_, <M2) • M , (14)

2where R , (M ) is the invariant phase space factor for n-1 particles at the

c m . energy M.

From (12) and (13) one obtains:

Here At(M) is the available t interval for a given M value. Use of the mean
value theorem gives:

C.(M> ---£ | T D ( M , T ( M ) ) | 2 . (16)

Here r(M) is a value in the interval [-At(M), 0 ] . In the general case where

TD depends on other variables besides M and t1 , the expression G(M) can be

regarded as a kind of average of (TD | over all variables except M.



!n ref. '">] the above reduction method was applied on the processes (2>. (3*

and (5) We quote here some results which are of interest in the present inves-

tigation The hemisphere method (sect. 2) was used in _5* to define a diffrac-

tive and a non-diffractive subsample for each of the three processes.

If M is the effective mass of all secondaries except one proton, the In C,(Mi

distributions for the diffractive and non-diffractive subsamples of reactions <:i>

and (5) can he quite well described by straight lines In case of channel (2i the

In G(M) distribution of the non-diffractive subsample can be only roughly ap-

proximated by a straight line.

The M distributions of the diffractive components show a clear tendency to he

displaced towards larger masses when the multiplicity increases, but this

feature is found to be mainly a phase space effect.

An important observation is made in channel (5), pp - pn2ir IT • Here the

M (n2n V > distribution of the total sample does not show any diffractive peak-

ing at low M (in contrast to the corresponding distributions for the channels

pp - pror and pp - pprr v ) . but the corresponding In G(M) distribution shows

a peaking at M values near threshold. This feature offers a possibility to de-

tect single diffractive phenomena through the reduced M distribution (12) also

in high multiplicity channels where no diffractive peaking can lie distinguished

in the M distribution.

In a neutron channel the In G(M) distribution of the total sample is a superposi-

tion of the corresponding distributions for the diffractive and non-diffractive

components- At large M the total and non-diffractive samples have coinciding

distributions- The G(M) distribution of the diffractive component can therefore

be obtained through fitting a straight line to the In G(M) distribution of the total

sample at.large M and extrapolating this line under the diffractive peak and, final-

ly, subtracting this extrapolated distribution from the total G(M) distribution.

The above method is, however, applicable only to neutron channels where each

event gives only one combination of secondaries which can be diffraction-pro-

duced- In 4C- and ^-channels each event gives two such combinations of final

state particles, and therefore the single diffractive component populates the

M (and G(M)) distribution simultaneously at small and large M.

To find a procedure for measuring diffractive cross sections also in 4C- and

ff°-channels, we again use the assumption that a straight line describes the

In G(M) distribution of the non-diffractive component- In the In G(M) distribution



of the total sample we then fit a second straight line with the same slop»' as the

former line, and which coincides with the G(M) distribution of the total sample

at intermediate M-values (cf. fig lc). This requirement implies that no over-

lap is» assumed between the two enhancements produced Sy the diffractive pro-

cess :vt low and large M The diffractive contribution is defined as the excess

above the line at low M values.

The drawback of this proc t-'u re is that it relies upon an operational selection

method to obtain the line approximating the non-dtffractive contribution- How-

ever, in sect 6 we show that different selection methods result in very similar

values of the differential cross section. Moreover, there is a constraint on the

line, describing the non-diffractive component, namely, that the excess of

events above it at large masses is to be equal to the corresponding excess at

small masses. If the number of events in the low mass excess does not agree

with the corresponding number in the high mass excess, one can, in principle,

adjust the slope of the line until equality is reached. In practice this last ad-

justment is difficult to perform because several channels have influxes of false

events which produce large M-values (see rtmt section) •

The assumption of no overlap between the two diffraction-produced enhance-

ments at low and high M implies that the described method may give a too low

estimate of the diffractive contribution. Finally it should be pointed out that the

method implies that all interference effects between the diffractive and non-

diffractive components are neglected.



4. REDUCED EFFECTIVE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE TOTAL AND

"NON-DIFFRACTIVE" SAMPLES

Figs. la-Ik show the In G(M) distributions of the total samples investigated.

The variable M is the effective mass of all secondary particles except a proton

In the channels with the lowest multiplicities, (1), (2) and (3), a peaking near

the threshold can easily be distinguished, but with growing multiplicity the

whole In G(M) distribution becomes steeper, a fact which makes the low mass

peak less pronounced. At the largest multiplicities (channels (9), (10) and (11)),

no peak can be distinguished at all, which may depend partly on the small

samples (cf. table 1) and partly on the small diffractive cross sections.

For all channels except (1) the hemisphere method has been used to obtain pre-

liminär M distributions of the non-diffractive component. Figs. 2a-2g show the

resulting In G(M) distributions for the reactions (2)-(8). The distributions of

the three channels (9)-(11) are very similar to the corresponding ones for the

total samples (figs- li-lk) and are accordingly omitted. A straight line is fitted

to each of the distributions in fig. 2.

Evidently the straight line parametrization of the In G(M) distributions for the

non-diffractive subsamplee fails at M-values near the lower and upper bounds.

The dip near the threshold disappears at large multiplicity, and instead the data

suggest a peaking (figs. 2e-2g). The results presented in sect. 6 show that at

large multiplicity the hemisphere method becomes ineffective for separating the

diffractive and non-diffractive components. Therefore the In G(M) distributions

of the non-diffractive subsamples contain parts of the diffractive component

which give contributions at low and large M (cf. fig. 2e). Moreover, the results

presented in sect. 6 will show that the dip at threshold is strongly influenced by

the selection :nethod chosen. In the following the In G(M) distributions of the

non-diffractive subsample are approximated by straight lines also at low M-

values. In general, the discrepancy near threshold between the fitted line and

data corresponds to a small number of events, compared to the single diffrac-

tive component.

In most channels, the In G(M) distribution of the non-diffractive subsample has

an excess above the fitted straight line at large M. Influx of diffractive events

is only partly responsible for the effect because the excess has often no counter-

part at low M (cf. fig. 2c). The effect has a tendency to increase with multipli-

city. For example, in channel (4), the discrepancy at large M between the fitted

straight line and the experimental In G(M) distribution corresponds to f> ",',< of all

combinations, and in channel (7) the analogous discrepancy corresponds to 12 %

of all combinations.



The samples with one-constraint fits, i.e. the n° and n channels, have quite

appreciable influxes of spurious events. In the neutron channels there is an in-

flux of false events with a neutron going backward in the c m . system [7, 12] •

There is a similar bias in the ir° channels, but if the events with tr° going back-

ward in the c m - system are excluded, the remaining sample still has a clear

discrepancy at large M between data and the fitted line.

We cannot exclude the possibility that the enhancement in In G(M) at large M-

values partly is of physical origin. For instance, channel (3) has a contribution

from the reaction pp - a t° and other quasi-two-body processes [7] , which

easily produce large M-values. Therefore, in the straight line fit for this chan-

nel (fig. 2b), the In G(M) distribution in the interval 3.20 < M < 5 2 0 GeV/c2

is not taken into account. The resulting slope value (table 2) is somewhat larger

than the one obtained when the whole M-interval is used [ 5] •

Also at higher multiplicities, quasi-two-body processes, such as double diffrac-

tion, can be a possible source of the deviation from the exponential behaviour

at large M. In the channels (4) and (5), one then expects to have a larger effect

in the latter channel because isospin »variance requires the process

pp - (mr+) (pir+ff~) to be twice as frequent as the process pp - (pir°) (pit n").

However, experimentally the effect is smaller in channel (5) than in channel

(4) (cf. figs 2c and 2d), which contradicts the assumption that double diffraction

is an importance source of the observed effects at large M in these channels.

The straight lines fitted to the non-diffractive !n G(M) distributions are used to

calculate the corresponding diffractive distributions in accordance with the

procedure described in sect. 3. The straight lines shown in figs. la-Ik give

the contribution of the non-diffractive component to the various In G(M) distri-

butions- The slopes of the lines are given in table 2.

When the In G(M) distribution of the non-diffractive sample deviates consider-

ably from the straight line fit at large M, we use the following modification of

the procedure outlined in sect. 3. If, in the non-diffractive subsample, the dis-

crepancy at large M between the experimental and fitted In G(M) distributions

corresponds to N£ events, and if, in the total sample, the discrepancies at low

and large M between the experimental and fitted In G(M) distributions respec-

tively correspond to N n and N' events, then it is required that N_=N' -N_ .

In channel (1), pp - ppir° , the In G(M) distribution of the non-diffractive com-

ponent was preliminary assumed to have the same slope as the corresponding

distribution in the channel pp -> pan* (fig. lb). However, with this slope the



excess above the straight line at low M, N n , is much smaller than the excess

at large M, N' . Therefore the slope was varied until the two quantities N_

and HL became equal within errors. The resulting slope of the line in fig. la

is considerably more negative than the corresponding one for channel (2) (cf

table 2).

In channel (3), pp - ppir ir~, the slope of the line in fig. lc is the same .is the

slope of the line fitted to the corresponding non-diffractive distribution (fig. 2b)

Also for the channels (4)-(8), the slopes of the straight lines representing the

non-diffractive contributions to the In G(M) distributions of the total samples

(figs, ld-lh), are the same as the slopes of the lines fitted to the In G(M) dis-

tributions of the corresponding non-diffractive subsamples (figs. 2c-2g) • The

intercepts of the lines in the total and non-diffractive samples are the same

within errors. For channel (6) and the two ir° channels, the equality

NE = ND~ ND i S V a l W w i t h i n e r r o r s

For the channels (9)-(11) the applied method gives no measurable diffractive

component, and the straight lines in fig. l i-lk are fits to the In G(M) distribu-

tion of the total samples in the M-intervals given in table 2.

We note that the results of the fits show that, in general, the slope of the line

fitted to the non-diffractive In G(M) distribution becomes more negative the

larger the multiplicity.
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r» iMtoi'i I M I I S o r mi-: SINC.I.K I>IKKRACTIVK COMIKINKNT

Figs ;ii-;ih show tin* In li(M) distritxiti.ms of the diffraetive component in var-

ious channels. Kach of these distributions is obtained by subtracting the G(M)

distribution for the non-diffractive sample from the G(M) distribution for the

total sample The latter distributions are approximated with the straight lines

shown in figs- ta-lh

With exception for channels (1) and (2), the In G(M) distributions of the diffrac-

tive component can be satisfactorily described by straight lines. In G(M) =

- a M *a,, The slope values a. are presented in table 2. The slope does not

vary very much between channels, and. in particular, there is no clear trend

that the slope changes appreciably with multiplicity.

Figs 4.->-4h show tbe M distributions of the diffraetive component in different

channels The diffractive peak moves towards larger M values with growing

multiplicity This drift of the diffractive peak was first observed in inclusive

investigations [13]- Table 3 gives the sample means of tbe M distributions.

One observes that the values grow regularly with the multiplicity, and also

that M distributions for channels with tbe same multiplicity have, within errors,

equal sample means

We saw above that the G(M) distributions of the diffractive samples are similar

in shape. When averaged over all variables except M, the shape of the matrix

element squared thus shows very little dependence on the multiplicity. Accord-

ingly, we can confirm the observation made in ref. [5] that the drift of the dif-

fractive peak towards larger M with increasing multiplicity is mainly a kine-

matical effect.

Table 1 gives the values of the diffractive cross sections obtained with our

method. In the same table we quote the values obtained in different ways in

earlier investigations [2, 14]. These results and our own agree quite well for

the reactions (3)-(5). For reaction (1) and (2), our method gives smaller values

than those presented in ref. [2 ] . Our results are in good agreement with an

isospin analysis of the reaction type pN - NNtr [14]. The ratio between the

diffractive cross sections a(p - nir+) and a(P E piro) is in fair agreement

with the value required from isospin invariance, 2:1. Concerning the channel

(6) our method gives a much higher value than the one given in ref. [2 ] . In our

opinion the large difference with a factor of 20 between a D for the channels

(5) and (6) in [2] appears unreasonable. With our method the corresponding

cross sections differ only with a factor of two. Finally, we have also been able

to measure the cross section for the diffractive component in channels (7) and

(8), where ref. [2] does not give any values.
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6. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SELECTION METHODS

It is important to investigate to what extent our results depend on the selection

method chosen to define the non-diffractive subsamples.

For the neutron channels it is clear from sect. 3 that the selection method has

very little influence on the resulting M distributions and magnitudes of the dif-

fract i ve components To investigate how the selection method affects the results

for the ir° and 4C channels, we apply alternative methods, min (M. + MR) and

max (Ay) on channel (6), which is of medium multiplicity in this investigation.
PP

The two methods are described in sect. 2.

Figs. 5a and 5b show the In G(M) distributions for channel (6) of the non-diffrac-

tive subsample defined with the two methods • The corresponding values of the

diffractive cross section is calculated with the extrapolation method described

in sect. 3. The min (M.+MR) method gives the same result as the hemi-

sphere method (0.11 + 0 03 mb), because the two methods give similar slopes

of the straight line fitted to the non-diffractive distribution (-1 84 ± 0.06 and
2 -1-1 "S> i 0 0 5 (GeV/c ) for the hemisphere and the min (M.+Mg) method

respectively). With the max (Ay) method the corresponding t lope value is
^ 2 -1less negative -1-66 ± 0.04(GeV/c ) , but nevertheless, the resulting cross

section also agrees within errors, 0.12 ± 0.03 mb, with the values obtained

with the other two methods. Accordingly, the value of the diffractive cross sec-

tion obtained with the extrapolation method seems to be quite insensitive of

the operational selection method used for definition of the non-diffractive sub-

sample.

It should be observed that the samples of diffraction-like events, defined

by the three methods, correspond to quite different cross sections. The

values obtained with the hemisphere and the max (Ay) methods differ with a

factor of two. The diffractive sample defined with the min (MA +MJ method
A t>

corresponds to 0.11 ± 0.02 mb, a value practically coinciding with the one ob-

tained with the extrapolation method.

A comparison of the three distributions in figs. 2e, 5a and 5b is made. The hemi-

sphere method gives a In G(M) distribution (fig. 2e) with systematic deviations

from the fitted straight line at low and high M-values. The presence of exces-

ses at M-values near the lower and upper bounds are, according to the discus-

sion in sect. 3, interpreted as effects of a single diffractive process There-

fore the hemisphere method appears to underestimate the diffractive component

at high multiplicity.
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Thr tnin (M. » M.,) method gives u much l*tter agreement between the In G(M)

distribution and t ho fitted straight line than the hemisphere method does. No

large deviations near the lower and upper bounds are visible. The correspond-

ing distribution generated with the max (Ay) method is also well approximat-

ed with a straight line; but when this line is used as definition of the non-dif-

fractive component in the In G(M) distribution of the total sample (fig. If), the

excess at low M is somewhat larger than at high M (2iO ± 50 and 130 ± 80 re-

spectively) Thus the max (Ay) method defines a too large diffractive sub-

sample. The min (M. + MR) method appears to be best, at least at this energy

and this multiplicity-

Using table 1. the fractions of diffract ion-like events, obtained with the hemi-

sphere and the extrapolation methods can be compared at different multiplici-

ties. The data show that the hemisphere method gives larger values than the

extrapolation method at low multiplicities. The difference decreases with grow-

ing multiplicity, and is smallest for channel (5)- Thereafter, the hemisphere

gives smaller values than the extrapolation method. This result can be under-

stood from a kinematic analysis. In a diffractive process it is probably more

likely with growing multiplicity that a single pion from the diffraction produced

system falls into the same CM-hemisphere as the lone proton. The hemisphere

method thus increasingly underestimates the diffractive process with aug-

menting multiplicity- On the other hand, at low multiplicities, ft is likely

that also other processes, besides the diffractive, produce final states

where, for instance the v falls in the same hemisphere as the neutron in

channel (2).
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7- COMPARISON WITH A MODEL

It was shown in ref. [5] that the empirical matrix element

| T D | 2 = A(M)eb(M)t> (17)

I
satisfactorily describes the M and t* distributions of the diffractive compo-

nents in channels (2), (3) and (5). Further it was found that the factor A(M) is

described by the expression

A(M) = a e ~ ° M (18)

over a large range of the M interval, and that the function b(M) is described

by the expression

b(M) = B i e " P M + B2 . (19)

In ref. [5] the hemisphere method was used to define diffractive subsamples.

and the two dimensional (M,f) distributions of these samples were fitted by

the expression (17). With the extrapolation method used in the present investi-

gation it is not possible to obtain the two dimensional (M,t') distributions, and

thus we can not make a complete fit of (17). Instead, we investigate how well

(17) describes the M-distributions obtained with the extrapolation method.

According to ref. [5 ] , a In G(M) distribution which is well described by a

straight line also at low M implies that b(M) varies slowly compared to A(M)

and, further, that the parameter -or in A(M) (eq. 18) is close to the slope of

the In G(M) distribution. In particular it was shown in ref. [5] that the M- and
P + -t'-distributions of the process p - n2ff tr can be satisfactorily described by

the matrix element |T_J «exp[ -aM + 5t'] where a is the slope value of the
-2experimental In G(M) distribution. The value b(M) = Bo = 5 GeV is motivat-

P +
ed by the shapes of the b(M)-functions for the processes p - nv and

P + -p - prr ir • For both reactions, the b(M) function decreases rapidly with M in

the M-interval near threshold, but at large M-values the b(M) function becomes

constant» 5 GeV • Accordingly we apply the following parametrization in the

channels (4)-(8):

| T n | a e . (20)
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For each channel the value of the parameter a is taken from the slope of the

experimental In G(M>-distribution for the corresponding diffractive subsample

(table 2) The curves in figs. 4d-4h show the result- In each figure the model

curve is normalized to the experimental number of events in the diffractive

subsample The curve in fig. 4a is the prediction of (17) with use of the para-

meter values obtained for the process p - wr+ [5}. The main features of the

experimental M-d>stribut<ons are quite well predicted by the parametrization

(17)

In figs 4b and 4c no curves from the parametrization are shown. For the pro-

cesses p - mr+ and p - pir ir one knows that the b(M)-function varies drasti-

cally at small M, and therefore one needs a two dimensional (M,t)-distribu-

tion in order to fit the parameters in (17). The M-distributions obtained with

the hemisphere method for these processes are shown in figs. 4b and 4c (full

drawn distributions). The distributions obtained with the two methods are not

normalized to each other- The shapes of the M-distributions obtained with the

two methods are roughly the same, but the extrapolation method gives some-

what smaller tails of events towards large M than the hemisphere method does.
P + -For the process p — prr ir this difference is also visible in the slope value of

the In G(M) distribution. The extrapolation method gives the slope

-6 55 + 0.24 (GeV/c)" , whereas the hemisphere method gives

-5.34 + 0 09 (GeV/c)"1 [5] .
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to study the diffractive and non-diffractive components in 11 pp reac-

tions of multiplicity 3-9 at 19 GeV/e, we have applied a special method intro-

duced in a previous work, to detect single diffractive processes- The method

utilizes the fact that for the effective mass M of all secondaries except a pro-

ton, a considerable reduction of phase space effects is achieved through using

the "reduced" M distribution, which is simply the experimental M distribu-

tion divided by the corresponding phase space distribution. The method is bas-

ed on the assumption that an enhancement at small M represents proton diffrac-

tion-

Starting from the simple hemisphere method, the sample of each channel is

prehminarly divided into two subsamples of diffraction-like and non-diffrac-

tion-like events- The reduced M distribution of the non-diffrnctive subsamples

are found to be quite well described by exponential functions over a large range

of the M interval. Assun..»ig exponential behaviour of the non-diffractive re-

duced M distribution also near threshold, the M distribution and the cross sec-

tion of the diffractive component are calculated for each channel Ijetween the

multiplicities 3 and 7.

With the exception of the lowest multiplicity, the reduced M distributions of

the diffractive component are well described by exponential functions in M

The logarithmic derivatives of these distributions are found to be similar at

different multiplicities • We confirm the conclusion made in the previous inves-

tigation that the drift of the diffractive M distribution towards larger M as

the multiplicity increases, is mainly a phase space effect.

The single diffractive cross sections calculated with our method are compared

to values obtained in another investigation through a different procedure [2 ] .

The two methods agree quite well for the multiplicities 4 and 5 but otherwise

disagree.

A comparison with the hemisphere method shows that the here applied extrapo-

lation method gives smaller fractions of diffraction-like events for low multi-

plicity than the hemisphere method does, but the converse is true at large

multiplicity.

A comparison of the results from three operational selection methods, the

hemisphere, the min (M. +Mn) and the max (Ay» methods, shows that the
t\ x> pp

hemisphere method probably underestimates the diffrnctive component at large



i t ;

multiplicites, whereas the max (Ay) method seems to overstimate the same
PP

component • The comparison also shows that the result of the here applied
method is quite insensitive to the operational selection method used to obtain

the preliminär non-diffractive subsample-

A parametrization of the matrix element which only depends on the effective

mass of the diffraction produced system and the corresponding four momentum

transfer, is found to satisfactorily describe the M-distributions of the diffrac-

tive component in all the investigated channels- At multiplicities above 4, the

simplified form

D ! a e

2 -1whereas 5-6 (GeV/c ) and B

tion of the M distributions.

-25 GeV , gives an acceptable descrip-

The method of analysis used here ought to be applied on the same channels at

other energies in order to obtain the energy dependence of the calculated quan-

tities
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TABLE CAPTIONS

1. Data for the channels included in the investigation. The various quantities

given are described in the text

2. Slope parameters obtained from fits of straight lines to the In G(M) distri-

butions of the non-diffractive and diffractive components

3. Sample means for the M distributions of the diffractive component in

various channels.
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Table i

Channel
Sample size

(event si
Channel cross

section (mb)
Fraction DD-event.-
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Fraction 1M>-
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52

0. 94 ± 0.06 [2]

2.02+ 0-Ott 0.73 ± 0. 02

1.6 ±0 .1 [2] 0.(79 t 0 02

1.8 ± 0.2 [2] 0.32 ± 0.01

1.8 ± 0.2 [2] 0.15 ± 0.01

0.42 + 0.04 [9] 0.16+0.02

0 9 4 + 0.06 [9] 0.07 + 0.01

0.51 + 0.06 [9] 0 0 5 ± 0.01

0 . 1 i ± 0 . 0 2 [9] 0 0 1 ± 0 0 1

0 3 5 ± 0 . 0 4 [9] 001 ±0.01

0.23 ±0.04 [9] 0.
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Table 2

Process
Slope

(GeV/c2)"1
M-interval used for the fit

(GeV/c2)

pp/p/ Pff1

p/ nv

p/ pir tr

p / pir+ - o

p/

p /

p/

p /

p/

p/

n2ir

p2ir

p2trH

n3wH

p3wH

p3ir^

TT

>2v-

h2 f f- f f°
h 2 f f "

K3n"

h3ir-n°

p/ n4ff 3

1.28 i 0.12

0.72 + 0.04

1. 61 + 0.05

1 8 3 t 0.04

1.86 ± 0.03

1.84 ± 0.06

2.60 + 0.07

3 2 2 ± 0.19

2.97 + 0.11

3.01 + 0.40

2.72 + 0.44

2.16 - 5.04

1. 68 - 3 . 20

2.00 - 4.40

2 . 0 0 - 4 . 7 2

2.48 - 5.20

2. 64 - 4 . 56

2.64 - 4.40

2. 64 - 4 . 56

3.44 - 4.72

2 . 8 0 - 4 . 7 2

p - pir

nir

pir n

+ - o
pir v v

_ +_ - o
p2rr Zff V

m3ir 2 ~

6.55 + 0.24

5.0 + 0 . 2

4.7 + 0 . 3

4 .7 ± 0 . 3

5.8 + 0 . 6

6.9 + 0 . 8

1.36 - 2.5fi

1.52 - 2.80

1 . 5 2 - 2 . 8 0

i.84 - 3.GO

2 . 0 0 - 3.44

2.48 - 3.28
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Table 3

Reaction

P o
p - pir

nff

pir w

*• - o
pir v n

n2fr it"

p2tr+2ir"

p2fT+2ir"tr°

(GeV/c2)

1 4 9 + 0 0 1

1.48 + 0.01

1.71 + 0.01

2.27+ 0 0 1

2.26 t 0.02

2 . 7 3 + 0 . 0 3

2.87 + 0.04

2.86 + 0.05
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1 Distributions of In G(M) for the total samples of all the investigated
channels. In each figure the straight line denotes the estimated contri-
bution of the non-diffractive component. The corresponding slope val-
ues are given in tahle 2. In the 4C and it channels there are two
In G(M) values per event, but in the neutron channels only one in each
distribution the zero point of the vertical scale is arbitrarily chosen
to suit the experimental data •

Fig- 2 Distributions of In G(M) for the non-diffractive subsamples, defined

with the hemisphere method, of the channels (2)-(8). The straight lines
are fitted to the distributions in the intervals given in table 2. In each
distribution the zero point of the vertical scale is arbitrarily chosen
to suit the experimental data

Fig. 3 The resulting distributions of In G(M) for the diffractive components
in the channels (l)-(8). The straight lines are fitted to data (table 2)
In each distribution the zero point of the vertical scale is arbitrarily
chosen to suit the experimental data.

Fig- 4 The resulting M-distributions of the diffractive components (points).
In (b) and (c) the corresponding distributions obtained with the hemi-
sphere method (full drawn distributions) are given as a comparison.
The curves in (a) and (d)-(h) are obtained with the matrix element de-
scribed in the text.

Fig. 5 The In G(M) distribution for the non-diffractive subsample of channel

(6). The subsample is defined through (a) the min (M. + MJ method
and (b) the max (Ay) method. The straight lines are fitted to data.

PP
In each distribution the zero point of the vertical scale is arbitrari-
ly chosen to suit the experimental data.
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